**Challenge 1**

**BASE LINE DASH**

Click the button for demonstration video for each challenge.

**Equipment**

- **STOPWATCH** - If not a phone or iPad/tablet or clock/watch.
- **MARKERS** - If not cans or plastic cups or socks.
- **AN EMPTY MEDIUM SIZED BOX** - If not a bin or large bag or suitcase or laundry basket.
- **TENNIS BALL** - If not a sock ball or tin foil ball or balls from different sports or newspaper ball.
- **TENNIS RACKET** - If not a hardback book or frying pan or chopping board or baking tray.

**Challenge 2**

**EGG 'N SPOON**

**Challenge 3**

**CHAMPIONSHIP POINT**

**Virtual School Games**

PRACTICE & SUBMIT YOUR BEST SCORES TO YOUR TEACHER

#BERKSHIREVIRTUALSCHOOLGAMES